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Editor’s Foreword

Refereed journal articles addressing non-  Western near- death experi-
ences (NDEs) continue to be relatively rare. This issue of the Journal 
makes a substantial contribution to filling that literature void with 
two articles, each relatively long by refereed journal standards. 

In the first article, Gregory Shushan, PhD, scholar of NDEs in an-
tiquity, provides a tour de force survey of central and south African 
NDEs reported in the historical literature between the mid- 1600s and 
mid- 1900s. Among his findings is a widespread antipathy in tradi-
tional African culture toward NDEs—  which may help to account for 
the rarity of both African NDE accounts and journal articles address-
ing African NDEs. Shushan provides evidence to support his view 
that, unlike the outcome of his research on many ancient cultures 
outside central and south Africa whereby NDEs may very well have 
played a fundamental role in the development of religious beliefs, this 
dynamic appears not to be the case with regard to the development of 
traditional African religious beliefs.

In the second article, anthropologist and parapsychology researcher 
James G. Matlock, PhD, presents six NDEs and three intermission 
memories—  of existence between physical incarnations—  from the 
Tlingit Indians of southeastern Alaska. Having gleaned these cases 
from the ethnographic anthropological literature, Matlock proceeds 
to compare the contents of these experiences with published cases of 
other indigenous Amerindian NDEs—  and finds substantial similar-
ity. He sees in this consistency support for the theory that at human 
physical death consciousness separates and survives. 

I believe that readers will find in these two articles substantial 
food for thought regarding the rich interplay between experiences 
surrounding death and the cultures in which they occur as well as 
the challenge of understanding consciousness in the context of that 
interplay.
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